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It is an almost terrifying fact that the defeat of the

anish. revolution.- the greatest proletarian struggle in the last

decade - is passing over the labor movement, including even the

majority of the revolutionary groups, with practically trio attempt

at an evaluation of the lessons of this struggle,' no attempt to

discover the causes of the defeat,- nor to seriously look ahead to

a correction of the fatal errors in preparation for the struggles

to come.

The official. leaderships of the Socialist Party, the

POUM and the Anarchists, now for the most part functioning illeg-

ally and in exile, are satisfied to repeat .the old slogans and po-

sitions and to throw the major responsibility on Stalinism. By

pointing at the counter,revolutionary course of-Stalinism, they,

hope to hide their own crimes. Th-e- rest of the responsibility, if

we were to believe these petty bourgeois charlatans, 13 the fault

of the working class: 'the workers did riot respond!"

But none of these movements can avert the storm that is
upon them merely by burying their heads in the ground. Unfortun-

ately, the storm hits also thoprevolutionary-elements, and makes'

their task a thousand times more difficult.

The problem in Spain is to draw together, out of the

:dieintegration of the whole movement, those reliClutionarY

tants who still retain their courage and fighting spirit, who are

ready to assimilate the errors of the past, break with them, and

regroup themselves into a-new organization with a clear and bold

revolutionary program. The problem is to recrystallize .a Marxist

:force.
.

,

The Spanish militants are moving forward in,this direc--,

tion, even though with small steps and gropingly. The "Friends of

.Durrutti," a left Anarchist group, which displayed its revolution.-

ary timbre in the May Days in 1937, has put the knife to the whole

Anarchist movement with its merciless cri;ticismi of official Anar-

chism. .
The material which this group has already 'issued reveals

healthy strides forwarc?, toward revolutionary communism. -It is one

of the few forces on the Spanish scene w144ch has attemptg,d a ser-

ious analysis of the revolution and its defeat. The movement will
benefit greatly with 'a cleardr gener-al un'Orstanding,of.the events

and theirlessons, if this auspiciousbegiriNi.g.is followed pp.

Within the POUM, -tool ferment and discontent in the

ranks has thrown to the surface left wing forces. In opnosition
v."
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to the burocratic convention of a degenerate leadership, the left

wing-has laid down a challenge to the whole program, policy and.

organization of the POUM., We are glad to be able to publish the

document signed by,Jose Rebull which presents, through the prism,

of the internal struggle within the POUM,\ an analysis of the fun-
damental questions of the revolution. In PubliShing the 'document,

we wish to add a few words conderning its background and to ex-

press our opinion of its positions.

The analyses and material presented in this document,.

dated May 25th, 1939, are not "new," suddenly discovered issues.

They are the result of mature reflections .which were first ex-,

pressed'in organized form in the internal bulletins of the POUM in

the pre-convention discussion in April and May of 1937. This mat-

erial was later translated and published in English by the Revoid-

tionary Workers League (in the FOURTH INTERNATIONAL, now the

MARXIST; October, 1937, Volume 2, No \ 3:3) .

,

, A broad, unbridgeable gulf existed between the positions

presented in these internal bulletins by the 1eft....5dffig forces, and

the positions and policies of the leadership. But 'the development

of the struggle Was cut short\ by the 'turn of events after the May

Mays. Two days before the national Congress set for June 17, 1937

the POUM was declared illegal and driven underground.
\ \

Four months later, on October 27, 1937, Jose Rebull- pre-

sented to the POUM,Central Committee in Barcelona, a resolution

summari'zing the positions of the pre-convention days,, and indicat-

ing how. the developments Since had decisively affirmed the correct-

ness of these views. This resolution, traveling by underground

and circuitous routes, was six . months in reaching the United

States. It was Published in English in theJuly 1938 issue of the

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL, Vol. 3, No. 11.

The present document, although written under entirely

different circumstances and coming out of another country in

Europe--France, presents essentially the .same political positions

as the earlier ones. On the\fundamental questions of the road to

power and the state, the Character of the war, the struggle

against fascism, the May Days, the ,rejection of the tail--en0.st

policy of the leadership and the reaffirmation of the line of poi.,
iticalemd'organizatiohal independence of the revolutionary vp,11:-

guard, the document stands on solid ground and presents clear; ro\---

sitive revolutionary tMarxian principles.. For _a, fuller discussion

of these and many other positions we refer Our readers to the

above-named issues of the FOURTH INTERNATIONAL.

Possibly for tactical reasons, in consideration of the

circumStances and aim of the present 'document, the questions of
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imperialist intervention and the role of Anglo-French imperialism

are not discussed. We are of the opinion that a brief discussion

of this point along the lines of the resolution to the Central
Committee a year ago, &mild, have strengthened the present document

and have furthered the understanding of the POUM militants.
4.

Certain of the errors which found expression in the

first two documents are repeated here. Chief among these is the

wrong evaluation of the POUM as having been a Marxist force up to \

the July 1936 insurrection. But the POUM was never Marxist. , It

had a centrist position from the beginning on revolutionary de-

featim. -It-stood for "critical support" to Stalinism in the

Soviet Union,, in the event of imperialist attack. ° It stood for

"workers' "democracy" as against the dictatorship of the proletar-

iat, which is called the "dictatorship of the party." Later, it

revealed what was meant by this "workers' democracy" in its capit.

ulation to the People's Front.

It had a false line on the\road to building the party --

a line of organic unity, failure to understand centrism, affilia-

tion to the London Buro. This false line on the road to the party

broke the neck of the POUM when the questions of the road to power

were raised by the civil war. The POUM tail--ended the CNT-FAI,

was Unable to lay down an independent working class line, unable

to take the leadership, failed to understand the character of the

People's Front, capitulated, found it impossible to conduct a,cor-

rect Struggle On the obviously interrelated questions of the road

to power; such as establishing the organs of power, determining
the relations of the Party to these organs, etc. The POUM was

centrist from ita,birth.

This evaluation of the ppum before the insurrection as

Marxist is a serious error that can have the gravest consequences

should it become part of theposition of a new force. It would be

a constant source of weakness and capitulation.' This question is

all the more important because, the left wing forces are still

within the POUM. Until correct, it will be a stumbling block

across the\path of their struggle.

-A lack of clarity on the question of\the Soviet Union

(Point 9 in the document), makes itdifficult to speak definitely,

on this matter. The document denounces the counter-revolutionary

role of the SOVIET1ZION, without speaking of the Stalinist buro-

cracy which dominates the \warped workers" state. . It then criti-

cises'the POUM position, for "defense of the USSR." Thisighly

unfortunate manner of merely criticizing the POUM positions, but

- failing to clearly doliterpose a correct position on a problem of

such key importance, tends to confuse rather than to clarify. On
\
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this question the earlier documents were much stronger. Thus,'the-
Internal Bulletin of April, 1937, and the resolution by Rebull to
the CO in October 1937, both speak of the Soviet Union as a warped
workers' state. We quote from the latter tesolution: "Toward the
USSR we must have a position pf 'conditioned defense,' analogous

Ato that which we have toward the present war in Spain. We support
'theUSSR insofar as it is revolutionary, which implies a fietce
Jight against the Stalinist leadership."

We would add to this, the necessity of building a new
revolutionary Marxist party in the SOviet Union.

..

. ,
The-left wing elenents in the POUM face :_great op,jortd.'-\ ,

.

nities and-great tasks. If they can-consolidate,theirranks poli7
ticaIly-andorgani.'zationally, corfectthe-eoints_refetred_to:above

,--and -lay dOwna. bold Marian pro\gtam, they will have gone aiong
\Way in the conSolkdation of .a Marxian cad nvre.:: .The caention-A.s a\; ..,

\ . ,
.

tutping"point.\Inpreparation fortt-his showdown the rank and file
militants mus- pteseni-in.,a clear ibrAllation the need pfthepoli-
tidal -and organizational separation of the Marxists from the
reformists and centrists in the.POUL

fi
. .

\- We understand fthe dif ulties the coniades are living
under. We 'pr

.

.

and vorking'esent\. o tsup:. b\rt and and
.Criticism frankly,. in comradelyfashion,'gfeetingwith the greatest

eagerness and .solidarity',the'efforts to -establ'iSh a revolutionary
Marxian vangdard among the Spanish workere \

V
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Comrades:
To anyone who lived in our midst before the revolution,

it is undeniable that the POUM played a dynamic role, which embod-

ied the most advanced political position of the Spanish proletari-\.
,at, which interpreted the great problems of the revolution in
accordance with revolutionary Marxism and whose party perspectives
as a guiding factorwere extending from day to day. Its .militants'
worked tirelessly, animated by one single political thought, anim-
ated by one s3*le will. They tealizedithe responsibility resting
on them which is incumbent on every revolutionary vanguard .- 'They

.held absolute faith in'the /..,riumph of the working class- in the
approaching decisive battles, and this faith, transferred to the
laboring centers, permitted them, despite the most bitter opposi-
tion, to win over powerful trade unions, to put an end to the al-
most exclusive domination of the anarcho--syndicalists over the
Catalonian workers, and finally to create "the Alianza Obrera-which
totally rejected .Stalinism.--organ of the revolutionary labor front
of the glorious_, Asturian insurrection, clearly indicating the
route to be followed for the conquest of political' power for the
Irrorking class.

The reason for this uninterrupted upsurge is sufficient*
explained by this 'fact: The POUM was 'apolitical pally on the
basis of REVOLUTIONARY MARXISM, which remained faithful to its
political line._

S.
_

Since Julyof 1936,*Ken-the ,revolutionary situation
experienced a new favorable'condition for its upsufge, the POUM

gradually gave up in practice its pursuit of the_unconfused line
of revolutionary Maiiiism and fell into the most lamentable oppor-
tunism. The facts remain as witnesses, andall the phraseology
which has been produced up to no* oilmaY'be produced in the future
will be impotent )to conceal this. Besides the catastrophic conse-
quences this policy had for the revolution, so far as the party`
was concerned it led to confusion in the ranks, and with.;,the pass-,
.ing of time, the replacement of the POLITICAL character of the
relations among members by a series of Maneuvers rooted in the
grossest discrepancies of a personal nature.'

The consecration our leaders endeavor to give to their
unhappy conduct during the period of the Spanish revolution cannot
conceal a more obtuse method: non-political election of the Cent-
re]. Conmtttee of a political party.

PAGE 5
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FOR WHAT ARE WE VOTING?

Democratic centralism---by which our organization is in-

,spired--is inconceivable without discussion. Election of the C.C.

of a Marxist revolutionary party without ,previous discussion is

' in itself an absurdity. The criterion which should guide in the

election of leaders is not one of a professiOnal character, nor.

can it be basecion personal considerations or discontents. The

leaders are elected for their political capacity, their ability

in'their positions, their loyalty to the principles, the party de-

fends.
,.

However, political capacity, ability, loyaltyin short

the revolutionary ,conduct of the . leaders, is not measured by

-their-words-but by-their deeds'. The drawing of a balance for the

actions carried out by a C. C. during:it-bontrol'is riot merely

one of the fundamental points of democratic centralism but it is
an indispensible condition for the life of the party: WITHOUT

DISCUSSION THERE IS NO PARTY.

If the discussion is avoided or postponed by the same

C. C. which must render its accounts---as in the present case---

this fact in itself is enough to disqualify it by its slovenly

conception of its duties toward the party and toward the interne-.

tional proletariat. .
An even greater disgrace is this:. that we

are not merely concerned with a ,disE;raceful conception of good,

faith, but with an ugly maneuver motivated by elements interested'
.

in avoiding a discussion of their responsibilities.

- History presented this C. C. with a privileged role;

among all the proletarian organizations in Spain, the POUM alone

clearly pointed out, up until July of 1936, the road Torproletar-

ian victory, defending the AIianza Obrera as the first 'phase in

the organization of the workers' front, then of the insurrection,

and finally as an organ of power, as distinguished from and in op-

position to the bourgeois conglomeraLion of the people's front,

and against the fascist peril. This fact invplved in itself- the

future of the wOrking class of Spain. No other party or organiza-

tion shared the advantageous conditions which this policy offered

the poum for aSsuming the leadership af the revolutionary War in

our countryloy means of an intransigea , bold, energetic and

clear policy. No militant doubted that he POUM would pursue this

road, and when the fascist revolt inaugurated the period of the

decisive struggles, the credit of the POUM.was . unquestionable.

Thousands of workers and peasants turned on the axis of our slo-

gans and grouped ,themselves into our trade unions.
,

.

.

However, how was this credit spent? What happened to

our. proverbial intransigeance of principles? Why were thoSe same
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principles trampled under pot? Why were our, program of the demo-,

cratic-socialist revolution and our action,subjectedto other or-

ganizations? Why were our revolutionary positions,: political and

syndical; 'which we conquered at the price of,enormouS sacrifices,

abandoned without a struggle? Why did events continually-surprise

us, almost always unexpectedly, in the principal stages of the re-

volution?. Finally; of -what 'sort Were the reasons' and the men who

,led our party into open bankruptcy? 1.

The wreckers of the party who hold seats in the present

C. C. kept arguing that t POUM was still young and not large

cc:enough to play.the role f the revolutionary vanguard; . or else

they concealed their incapa ity in action with the theory of the

"spontaneity of the masses.".

What is signified by the' youth 1or .maturity of a revolu-
.

tionary Marxist party is not the length of time it has lived nor

the number of its members, but the political content of its pro-

gram,. the degree of capacity of its leading cadres in the inter

pretation of the revolutionary provh, and in its rapidity (of

maneuver for leading the class to v*ctory. Hence, to recognize

that the party was still young is equivalent to recognizing in ad--

vance the inability to lead it; and the continuance of such defeat

ists in the leadership without recognizingthe sum and the magni..

tude of the errors committed is to condemn the party to vegetate

in mediocrity.. The three great classic revolutions, the English,

the French, and the Russian, are three brilliant examples of the

triumph of ,a class led by an intelligent and capable minority,

functioning as the revolutionary vanguard.

On the other hand, if we are absolutely to confine our-

selves to the spontaneous.action of the masses,-. what mle has the_

party to play? Perhaps the'mere recording mechanism-of deeds car7
ried out under our leadership would win' people over to the PCUM.

"A Marxist cannot believe in a continual, spontaneous capacity of

the masses; The masses absolutely need a gui'AIng revolutionary

party gifted with the correct Marxist policy." (MA: The New Era)-
0

Hence, 'if there exist such divergent oriteria in the

POUM regafding such fundamental points, what is the criterion for 6

voting?

If the militants are those called upon to sanction or to.

disapprove a political conduct with their votes, what are they to

condemn? What are they to adopt?

If the C. C. is to be the highest representative of a

"correct Markist policy" elaborated by the party, why is .previous

discussion excluded?
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If we are to selett forty Comrades _blindly, .without

knowing what they think of the past,- present and future of the

party, without knowing their agreement ordisagreemeat ' with the

policies followed, without knowing whether-H.they persist in their.

errors or are correcting them, what are We voting for?

The present O. C. is excused from answering all these

fundamental questions of ours and intends,-unless concerted action

from below prevents it,: to sweep away the=nightmare of its rotten

past by means of voting, since all politi-Eal, considerations have

- been excluded; thus it hopes for renewed Odbfidence without having

previously rendered its accounts. -

GOING OUT ONE DOOR AND ENTERING THE OTHER

Immediately after the insurrection -of OctoYe, 1934, our
party offered the working class of Spain and of the entire world a

_

masterly resume of the -lessons of that .movement. -

i The revolution and thewar we have Just finished living

through constitute a tremendOuay grievouS.ek,aeriente, more.imer-
tant for the world proletariat than the insurrection of1934 . The

prestige of the POUM, 'and as.much as ). its'prestige, its_right to

exist as a party, -ve for.a long time demanded open discussionfor
and.cerrection.of tle errors coMmitted., Without thiSitis impos-

sible for sympathetic Organizations to believe in the sincerity' of

our future actionsitheut this it is impossible for our milit-

ants:to developi-wherever-theyee, any:attionfruitful for the

party and for the cause the party

defendsAtthe last, enlarged Plenum of the C.. C. valuable time

was devoted to questions of a personal_type; :. We.-who_had the op-
_ .

. pprtunity_ of attendin defended the banner of ,..political - Correct-

ness and ofthe congress,.7-Th. C-had to recognize-its.di.sloyal.,.

position towards the principles of the pa7-1Y-and:attepted the T014:,--"

lowing cO-rection to the political resolution voted upon: - "The

Palk:: recognfZes- that .-it-eombittedarrarTs Par.,._.frOm-coneealing

them, it proposes, :-On the contrary,. -t_orecei,17,niZe them .pUbla-tIy:

when it draws the general balance of the lessons .of the.Revolutien_
in conformance with the duties of the M6St severe Marxist'self,

CrIticisM, an indispensable condition for the formation -:of -its.

Militants and the rebuilding of ita.prestige in the face of inter-

national proletarian opinion.." .- _

But when COes i....:t .dialff.,the gehpral balance of the lessons

of' the 1-evolution? L=iihen iS.theCongrees of thOPOUM9 Perhaps the

leaders of the pal-V.-a-Ye-endowed-with the right to draw this bal-

'ance'themselyes? Do there exist for thembo.Militants of the rank

and file Who struggled ae much -'as ti160-7,,--and probably more than

.they-.--until the last thoment?' Did the-Sr perhaTis, because of their'.
_
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struggle against Stalinism unconsciously assimilate its practice

of forming itself into judge and accused' at the same time? Final-

ly, when is the completion' of the "duties of the most severe

Marxist self-criticism"- to take place? To this the C. C. replies,

with the determination to hold. the election first and then strike

the general ballots, -that is, the congress.
Far from admitting in

practice that they must submit the balance oftheir actions to the

rank and file of the party or the latter to--"bay the last word,

this C. C. has abrogated to itself thelriglit V.:3 classify arbitra-

rily--that is, by its own absolute and personal criteria---for the
militants in emigration in preferential categories,with no attempt

-to examine any of its cOmpoilents,'E the standards for a political

criterion, instead of a personal one they now adopt, 'since they .

'consider the former in the category of undesirables.

Now we see into what the political seriousness ofour

leaders resolves itself when faced with the "formation of the mil-

itants of the- POUM and-the restoration of its prestige before

international proletarian opinion." This is especially important

because there do not now exist obstacles to hinder discussion, be-

cause with the scattering of the comrades which will inevitably

follow on the present concentration in the same country and, almost

in the same city, full political
discussion-will be much more dif-

ficult than it is now---all this leads to :the conclusion that the

proposed plan of going out one door and coming in another, "washed

of sins and crimes," is aimed directly against the base of the

party to stifle the voices of protest and definitely extinguish

all hope of the congress. Absolutely nothingcan justify the ne-

,cessity of postponing the discussion. The Bolshevik party in

Lenin's times--with which our leaders deal so often to season their

rubbish-did not fail to hold its periodic congresses, and iteven

shortened the intervals between one congress and the next in per-

iods when it was struggling against difficulties even greater in

practice than those'cf-thePOUM at present.

For the -comical electoral session which claims to be

repre-e-entative,
candidates are not lacking. Nor, unfortunately,

are electors lacking. Some invoke the name of the old Workers and

revolutionary principles
collapsed among the

first--to attempt to raise a smoke screen which will conceal their

own positions during the revolution, and which are precisely what

must be discussed. Their anti/16 political (?) Program consists in

raising a series of petty personal -questions against other com-

rades, fully as Trotskyite maneuverers in the'heart,of the POUM.

"Remove the Trotskyites from the leadership Of the POUM" is their

general slocan, exactly in the way the stalinists proceed against

those who refuse to agree to their steam--roller. Meanwhile the

leaders of the right faction who sneaked into the principal posts

of the party apparatus, the elements who, during the entire revo-
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iution in Spain, defending within the party the positions of the
:popular frOnt oc's, the titaliniStt, which persecuted,, 'assaSsinated.
auclimorisonedsomany of our comrades, these elements are now EXt
the.tOp,of tlfe:POUM.leadership; This has produced a reaction of
repugnance, in international workers'. 'circules 'among whom these
leaders'of our 2arty are more-"popular" than they themselves can
imagine. '

Other courters-of nominations _Play up their leftism;
howevertheir'courting will not:succeed inTtaking us 'forget that
they were part of this C0 C. which voted unanimously for all the
decisive resolutions during the decisive hours Of the revolution',
in practice denYingi-as.well,as others, ' the Marxist-Leninist

principles on the State and ;revolution.- In the action of the May
Days4t'is still impossible to make any distinction between.these.-
Who want-to;-save-the:paxty_by_resdrrecting._souveniis and those who
ClaimtoTWaSh their hands J of-all responsibility, _thanks to oos-
itions-adoptedafter'the'decisilrephase of the reyolution',
accepted by them when the revoliSon was already

unchainedWehave greeted,these positions whenever they indicated
to us a desire tO:rectify.'things-tacit rectification of course.
but.scattered about through the proletarian world, there are toc.
many conclusive witnesses written.-:by the:oresent d, C.- unanimously.

. .

on the fundamental questions, for today's leftism to be able to
wipe Out yesterday's opportunism without undergoing sincere recti-
'fication.--

Our -agreement with-thiese comrades at the last meeting of
the C; C., to which7We were invited, against the faction Of the
right, enabled us to issue the .statement that we sincerely hoped
their development toward complete political rectification would be
-achielied=With,:the-speed- necessary-to-allowl-Usto_join_efforts.in
view--of-the_discusSians'the-party base MUst begin-the'first-Point

-obviously being immediate rectification-of.their-complicitvin the
-farcical' election of an apelitical__C.__C_.

THE LEADERSHIP_ AND THE BASE

. The-bond which-. Unites-the leadership-. and thelpase..of.a*
Marxian revolutionary party is the poIitidal content of the.party-,'
When the party loses its political content, the reason forrexist-:
enCAisappearsi- and the leadership iS no longer, :anything_but a:

-:bureaucratic organ with no representation. This is what has'oc-
curredj-in the ROUM.-

.

The leadership might save its prestige in emigration.--
receveredin part as a result of stalinist persecution and the
..&OWingactions against_the_party --on Llo.nditip,n of -immediate :pub-
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lication of an analysis of the-Spanish revolution with the .correc-
tions the POUM had the duty Of uniertaking. This step would have
avoided affairs going to the extreme where international workers'
organizations have raised a doubt of the political and,revolution-
ary courage of our party; moreover, this insincerity of the C. C.
.offers a splendid target at which the shufflers of Trotskyite for-
mulas can aim. But our-leaders, driven,into.emigration with the
halo oestalinist persecution, did' not try to understand that this
was insufficient to maintain the-revolutionary scope of the party;

and systematically, both lefts and rights postponed the discussion

of the great lesson6 of the-revolution. ;Herein lies, to a gneat

extnt, the reason for which we can see. the withdrawal of political
sympathy and material aid by the international organizations, so

needed for.the'comrades'who are suffering penalties in the concen-
tration camos. ----The leadership put itself- in the-position of re-

.

ceiving withOUt-: offering anything- in exchange, whereas this is

precisely -the .time'to give out to,the whole world those facts the

revolution taught us with our blood. Starting from a false pre-
mise,. all future positions_ will'give the same impression .of -con-

fusion. The truth is that today the feadership represerits no force.
either inside or outside the party; It is:no more than a buro-
cratic organism with morbid outgrowths.

. Hence it devolves on the party. base to deliver the sword
stroke against this Gordian knot which threatens to paralyse thie
whole body of the party. The militants in emigration are faced
with this dilemma of .decisivelY smashing this maneuver of an elec-
tion without preceding discussion, which is anti-Marxian, and a
'fascist-stalinist procedure, or of disappearing as a party. No

proletarian organization will trouble itself to believe that there
exists a group of men more or less numerous, bound together bY re-_
lationshtps:ofa:ppiisonal. cr. family sort, siMPlYbecause tbey bear-
the initials POUM, We .can'only obtain the:pelitical respect and
consideration" of such-organizations _by the-cdurage with which- 7e

,,,__can,defend our'PolitiCal positiefts:: And_our political 1)6-8dt:isms
are ihextricably bOUnd up with the SPanish-revolutiOn. Even the'
positions we adopt in emigration with regard to the future will be
worthless except insofar as we draw them 'from experiences under-
gone. -

\
To oppose ourselves to these maneuvers 'we must exhibit_

great resolution. At the.very apeX of the front against the dev-
'elopment of these maneuvers, we must indicate an immediate prog-
ressive step: The congress.

In order that the congress- may nOtsuffer a burocratic
development;, in'order that, on the contrary, it may be a living
thing incarnating the thoughts of the militants, it is necessary
to bring to the general discussion the viewpoints of each one,

PAGE 10
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Alch we regard as indispensable for ' the elaboration of a correct
Marxist policy. In this sense, and not in that of coercing the
free and ample discussion of the militants, we are imiuding in
this letter an extract from our viewpoint defended ever since the
beginning of the revolution, and which is, unhappily for all of us
now, a point of correction of the policy imposed on our party by
the leaders (1).

NECESSARY CORRECTION

The fundamental questions w ich the party must submit
-revision are, in our opinion, the fol wing:

1) .The question of polyer and the state. The leadership
of the POUM, faced with a situation of dual power advantageous to
the Working class -(July-September,71936) submitted without resist-
ance to the destruction of the power of the working claps, d1.s..

solution of the Committees -- it order to collaborate with the
:bourgeoisie and reformism within the capitalist state apparatus.
The leadership could not understand, that within the framework of
the bourgeois institutions there can be nothing but bourgeois so-
lutions. The leadership 'implied to the local nuclei of the party .

which even then considered this policy as catastrophic--namely the
dissolution of the 06-failittees-and yielding of power to the Ayunta-
mientos which the revolution had eliminated; instead of undertak-
ing a campaign to democratize the embryonic organisms of dual
power, concentrating that power and aimisi.5...for the destruction of

the capitalist state in order to repjaae it with a fo m of. the

2i-Tproletarian dictatorship flowing from'the very org atcre.ed by
the revolution. The leadership stat^es that a _coali on-government
with thebourgeoisie and reformists, in whichthe latter groups :-

-0011Pt411t-e&the-majoritY, was the .1Government_of the Revolution."
(See LA BAtALLA, 'editorial proclaimingcllaboiatioh.) The lead-.
ership lied to the Working class Then it affirmed that the capit-
alist stde was forever dead and that the mere fact of being armed
workers indicated the dictatorship of the proletariat (LA BATALLA,
Speech at the Principal Palace, Aagalst 1936). The leadership ef-
fectively contributed to the ideological disarming; of the working
class when it uttered the theory that the sotzure of bower was
possible without armed insnrrection (among other works, see the
article inJUILLET summarizing this theory.) _Finally the leader-
ship contributed to the confusion of the masses by not establish-
ing right at the beginning the fundamental differences between the'

-party's policy and that of the Popular Front, arriving in this way

(1)' The documaLts of our positions have been published in the In-
ternal Bulletin of the Local Committee-4n Barcelona, partially re-
produced by the Paris Marxian review L'INTERNATIONALE, and in Eng-
lish by the RWL US.
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at governmental collaboration.

2) Bea-olutio_nary_Ear. The leadership did not -under-

stand the true meaning of its slogan,. "War at the front, revolu-

tion at the rear.." -While it wandered around this fundamental

problem, while it 'defended the need fer'supporting.the revolution

at the rear, while it out forward, when forced to be events,

successive blog4s of Red Army', Regular. Revolutionary.Armyi etc.,

on the other .hand it aided, by means of its compromises in '\the
,

- "revolutionary government," in :checking the\ revolutionary aspira-

tionsof the proletariat, it renounced socialist measures in
wily; it legalized with its representative's signature the command

and organization of an army of*. bourgedis.charecterin:effect it

- paved the road for the return, of bourgeoisaokncs0On. : by thus

establishing a deep contradiction between it woks and'itSdeeds,

the leadership of thelpaYL,indUlged in sheer demagogy, and, :like

the other organizationa. sacrificed the 'revolution" to the al-

leged interests of the -"War-instead ol clariy showing that, 7ith-

regard to the working class, . only a'revolutionarY.-.War Merited the

sacrifice of workeralives' i.e.,. that victory in the.,, war was
1

tied up witOhe central problem of power.

\

,.
Even after being driven from the \"Government of the

evolution "- \the.leadershi did nothing to lei .,:the basis fOr_a new
..,

\

power .iniview of the.CoMing.Political battles, even in thoseoen-

ters where, the.party:predoMinated. On the contrary i it permitted

the leadera'ofthe LehinDiViSion to Sabotage'aIl political action

of the militants, thus aiding the plan of tlie counterreVolution

\instead, of waging a campaign for proletarian dei,ocracy in the mass

\organizations..

4) Prom the first the leadership overestimated the pol-

itical and constructive value Of anarcho-,-syndicalibm, Which re-
sulted-in subordination of its'actsand\pelicies to)he reformist

. , ,

leaders of the CNT, by 4hie. act. renouncing \the taSk of 'fraternal

but profound criticism of the succesSive:false pOSit\ions of this

organization,, which Would haveLtended tolplace te mbst cotacious,

elements under the influAnce of the.POU. The leadership,':

dazzledbythenuMeriCal fadtbr, ended 'by abandoning allpo'ssibilitieSfor

an independent Aoolicy, by asserting that the. fate of the revolu-

tion was intimately bound up With the orientation'anarcnism Would

:take. - Thus our party gradually ended by losing' its political in-
dividuality in order to 'cone Merely a tail to the\(1.1T., which was

condemned in advance ti9,c41a-oze because of its lack of revolu-

tionary theory.

a 5) In the economic'sphere, they omitted all_prepa.gan a

Or a4ion bearing:_on socialization of the aoil, the bank, the corn

munioations,, the .mines and the great production centers, as well

as municipalization of the' public .serVices:\ On. the othersnand,

c
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they quietly accepted the typical trade union capitalism, the an-,

archist realization of the narrowest economic concepts. Similarly

they quietly ignored the violence carried out by anarchism in-,in-

aScriminate collectivization of the little traders and little.

industries of no importance in the general sphere of production,,

and the little individual properties of the Peasantry, 'a violence
which created a numerous legion of enemies of the revolution with-

out solving one vital problem. - 7\

6) Capitulation of ourTositions--WaS ribtconfined-'
the trade union sphere. The fear of numbers and_the loss of con-,

fidence-in our forces were such that with the federation slogan'

"ONT of UGT," with the agreement of the leadership the unification

.center FOUS was dissolved, though it considerably exceeded the two

other centers in the province of Catalonia excepting for the city

of Barcelona ,which gave the anarchistikthe hegemony. .

The POUM should have maintained its slogan *a single
trade Union center," and made it d banner for struggle agains the

permanent division into two centers, defended by the anarchists,

even in the probable case where our trade unions would have been
momentarily deserted. If the leadership had carried out a revolu-

tionary line on the political domain, sooner or later the mass-in-

fluence of our position would have grown, and the trade union

unity center would have grown into a fortress of the revolution-.

Evidently,' the capitulations' on a political plane, impped the
weakening of the party. The FOUS could have been defended only by
adopting the Marxist-Leninist positions on political power and the

state.

7) . The success of the Catalonian working class, over

Fascism, along with the creatiojrif their own organs of action and

of power -- Revolutionary Committ es and Central Committee of the

Militia -- represented the Momentary' existence of a third force on

Spanish territory, The Republican government at Madrid and the

Fascist junta at Burgos were the two others, since the Catalonian

Generalidad remained neutralized - but not crushed - by the prole-

tarian prer. In this situation it was a question of either2teb-

, ognizingthe Republican Government (reformist solution) and in

tilts case dissolution of theirevolutionary committees was only .a

(rgolutionary solution) and in this case the practical, problem
g9vernmentqUeqion of time, or of rejedting the authority of that

was posed of simultaneous struggle againgt the central state and

against fascism. Against a bourgeois centralized state, separa-

tism of the revolutionary states is 4. progressive movement.. Revo-

'lutiOnary,Catalonia should have put itself at the head of this

movement of liberation'of the peoples oppressed, by the bourgeois
centralist state -- the state' Whose president was the man of Casas

Viejas,' who, after having kept the fascist chiefs in commanding
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positions in the army and thus paVnig the way tor the insurrec-

tion, proCeeded to refuse, arms to the workers, who had to gain

them at the cost of thousands of lives.

- "The three simultaneous moVements: workers, peasants

and nationalists, constitute the invincible strength of the Span.-

ish revolution. The coincidence of these three movements is the

sine qua non, for the triumph of the revolution." (Revolution and

Counter--Revolution in Spain). But theleadership of the POUM
thought' the masses would win "spontaneously," and thus-if excused

itself for not giving the badic orientations. The vital prpblem
off.X& nationalities soppressed by the bourgeois centralized state

gically met the'same fate asthe false positions on the political

errain. The Madrid government, Which in reality could not again
erciae political contiol over the masses unless it were backed

1434..by-urevo1utionary" leaders, was miraculously rescued from the

-disappearance to which it found itself doomed.

The May capitulation. The leadership did not have a
clear and independent line. Once the spontaneous movement had

started it gave the masses no orientation, no positive program

during the struggle. By its silence it covered up the treason of
the anarchist leaders. Even now the leadership has drawn from the

May movement no conclusion honestly presented to the working

class. (2)

Instead of unambiguously denouncing from the first
-moment the-counter--revolutionary. role of the USSR in Spain and in

the entire world, the leadership confined itself to a very moder-

ate criticism of the policy of neutrality adopted by the USSR 4ur-
ing the first months of the civil war and ended up by solemnly
coming out for the defense of the Soviet Union (ReSolution on In-
ternational Policy, C.C. meeting of mid-December 1936). This zig-
zag policy, on the one hand combatting the meddling of the USSR in
the Spanish political situation, and on the other hand declaring
itself a defender of the intruding state, had no other result than
to increase the political confuSion of the POUM in the eyes of the
masses., even ng its own members.

Starting with the May Days of-1937 the POUM actualI
remained-outside the struggle. Confined to secrecy, with many o
/its militants imprisoned, persecuted and assassinated by the

Stalinist Cheka, party life-clad only with difficulty come ba
into nttialic life. However, this d es

only
constitute an obstacle

(2) We fail to enter into detail on this point which requires

particular attention. We refer our comrades to the work "The-May
Days," which appeared in the Bulletin of the Local Comuittee of
Barcelona, on May 29, 1937.
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to adopting revolutionary positions regarding the.future, especi-

ally after an examination of the unfortunate experience undergone.

The different managers who succeeded-each other on the E.C.,.based

on the decisions of the C. C. -- among which we must put in relief

for their confusionism those of the-December 1937 Plenumfollowed
a. line so tottuous and so. disconcerting 'that the party has been'

maintained only by inertia, but certainly not by the political'a-
greement which should ,exist among its members. The present C.C. is

similarly responsible for this period of.real political confusion.

Its.slogan of Antia.Faspist Popular Front,' expressed from time to

time in absurd mixture with the Slogan f. workers'

front, needs to be discussed, its defenders, by not correcting

these positions; set themselves on a:plane of political irrespon-

Ai.bility with regard to the party.

THE IMMEDIATE DUTY OF THE MILITANTS

Comrades:
Our leaders have failed utterly. They have thrown away

the principles of the base of the party. No one dares expose t m

to us honestly. By adjourning the Congress a number of times they---N

are trying to evade their responsibilities. They want to teen-

force their bureaucratic domination of the base by means of, an

apolitical election.

Comrades: The'leadershiis evading discussion.
LET US -IMMEDIATELY BEGIN THE DISCUSSION:

The leadership is destroying - Sle party with its personal
struggles.

LET US RECONSTRUCT THE PARTY ON A CORRECT POLS-

BASIS: ---
The leadership scoffsat its duties toward the militants.

LET US DEMAND OUR RIGHTS:

AL

The leadership hypocritically hides its mistakes from

the ternational proletariat.
;LET US REGAIN THE RESPECT OF THE INTERNATIONAL PRO-

LETARIAT WITH OUR REVOLUTIONARY SINCERITY:
The leadership has ,put an end to international solidar--

ity with our party.
LET US CONSTITUTE /URSELVES THE CREATORS OF THAT SO-

_ LIDARITY: .

The leadership has embarked on an antirevolutionary road.
LET US ADOPT A REVOLUTIONARY POSITION!

The leadership plans a.coup d'etat within the party.,

LET US PROTECT OURSELVES WITH THE DEFENDING CONGRESS:

Comrades!
For
-For
For
For
For

the reconstruction of the
the winning of our right
revolutionary honesty .

a merited international'
'a revolutionary attitude
IMMEDIATE OPENING OF THE
IMY,RDIATE ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE CONGRESS '

. Long 1
Long 1.

party on.correut political lines

S as militants

solidarity

PRE-00bGRESS DISCUSSION!
OF COMLITTEES FOR DE:2E1\SE

ive the POUIvi:

ive revolutionary Marxism:
J. Rebull

Meaux, May 25, 1.939

Word has just been received in a letter dated August 24th

that the fight in the POUM between the'opportunist leadership and the

Left Wing has'reached a new high stage. Two of the left wingers

elected to the Central Committee have refused to take their seats

because of the way the election was handled by the top. In addition

to the Left Wing that the R.W.L. comrades worked with whi±e in Spain,

there, is thd so-called Andrade "left" which presents a centrist posi-

tion; and a few comrades from the official Trotsky group who are

still boring from-within; a group that split from Trotsky on the

basis of the seoptd French turn (entry into the Pivert group) also

carries on activity within the POW.

The rapidly maturing split will now be cut short due to the

outbreak of the second imperialist war. The illegalization of the

POUM two days before its convention in June, 1937 prevented the split

at that time. Vow the tempo is again altered,

,

A. Left Wing group of the FOIE writes that it desires' atthis

stage to collaborate in publishing material in the INTMNATIONAL hEWS2

to enable discussion and clarification. We propose such steps toward

the unificatiori of the Marxists into the International Contact Com-

mission.

Material of the Left Wing comrades of the POUM'will be pub-

lithed from time to time4
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